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ABSTRACT

Large-eddy simulation is used to investigate the effects of cold pools driven by rain evaporation on the

shallow-to-deep convection transition over land. The physically consistent methodologies are developed to

obtain a time-dependent reference ensemble without cold pools and to apply interactive surface heat fluxes

without modeling of surface energy and water budgets. Three different simulation ensembles are contrasted.

The reference ensemble, in the spirit of one-dimensional single-column models, eliminates cold pools by

horizontally homogenizing negative buoyancy production due to rain evaporation. The additional ensembles

complement the reference cold-pool-free ensemble by including cold pools and by applying either interactive

or prescribed surface fluxes. Contrasting these ensembles suggests possible improvements of convection

parameterization in large-scale models of weather and climate. Without cold pools, the reference ensemble

preserves key features of buoyancy-driven cellular convection associated with a field of convective plumes, as

assumed in a typical convection parameterization. With cold pools, a significant enhancement of surface

heat and moisture fluxes and about an hour delay of their daily maximum is simulated. Cold pools enhance

near-surface temperature and moisture standard deviations as well as maxima of the near-surface updraft

velocity. They also lead to the reduction of cloud lateral entrainment, deeper vertical development of the cloud

layer, and a few-times-larger accumulated surface precipitation. Interactive surface fluxes provide a damping

mechanism that noticeably suppresses all these effects. Perhaps surprisingly, cold pools do not significantly

change the cloud-base convective mass flux that approximately follows the evolution of surface heat fluxes.

1. Introduction

Observational and numerical studies have long in-

dicated the key role of precipitation-laden downdrafts in

the formation of cold pools and a significant cold-pool

impact on the surface–atmosphere exchange and on

the initiation of subsequent convection (e.g., Houze

and Betts 1981; Tompkins 2001; Khairoutdinov and

Randall 2006; Grabowski et al. 2006; Schlemmer and

Hohenegger 2014; Feng et al. 2015; Torri et al. 2015).

Cold-pool formation and evolution involves processes

with horizontal scales from subkilometer to several tens

of kilometers that can be explicitly represented by

applying high-resolution large-eddy simulation (LES).

However, LES is computationally demanding and is

typically used only in short simulations. For contempo-

rary large-scale weather and climate models, most of the

scales resolved by LES need to be incorporated through

subgrid-scale parameterizations. It follows that LES can
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be used as a reference in the development of the

parameterizations that are at the heart of large-scale

models. The bridge between LES and the parameteri-

zations is defined through LES mean features that need

to be properly represented by the large-scale model

parameterizations. Such parameterizations have proven

useful in representing large-scale effects of the boundary

layer dynamics and shallow convection (e.g., Cheinet

2004; Neggers 2009; Nie and Kuang 2012; Su�selj et al.

2012, 2013). However, representing deep convection is

more challenging because of a larger complexity of the

processes involved. These include multiphase moist

microphysics (e.g., Cotton et al. 2011) and the multiscale

effects of organized deep convection that are not yet

fully understood. The effects of cold pools include the

deepening and widening of clouds yielding more pre-

cipitation because of a better organization of secondary

convective cells forming at the edges of negatively buoy-

ant density currents (Tompkins 2001; Khairoutdinov and

Randall 2006; Schlemmer and Hohenegger 2014; Feng

et al. 2015; Torri et al. 2015) and especially at their in-

tersections (Böing et al. 2012).

A 2005 workshop on boundary layer parameterization

(Teixeira et al. 2008) recognized the interaction between

the subcloud layer and deep convection and the physics

of cold pools as a key parameterization challenge.

Although important, the effects of cold pools are poorly

represented in coarse-resolution global circulation

models (GCMs). Redelsperger et al. (2000) proposed a

simple way to parameterize the enhancement of surface

fluxes in GCMs due to cold-pool activity. Grandpeix

et al. (2010) developed a density current parameteriza-

tion to include interactions between circular wakes

(i.e., cold pools) and convection. Rio et al. (2009)

showed that including a simple wake parameterization

into their deep convection scheme shifts the daytime

precipitation maximum into late afternoon and signifi-

cantly improves the representation of the diurnal cycle

of convective precipitation, one of the long-standing

problems in GCMs [see Guichard et al. (2004) and ref-

erences therein]. Hohenegger and Bretherton (2011)

argued that themain difference between parameterizing

shallow and deep convection is the need to account for

precipitation. They extended their mass-flux shallow

convection scheme to deep convection by modifying its

three key elements: the cloud-base mass flux, the cloud-

base updraft properties, and the lateral entrainment,

transforming each into functions of the rain rate [see

Hohenegger and Bretherton (2011) for details]. To gain

more insight into the shallow-to-deep convection tran-

sition, Kuang and Bretherton (2006) contrasted PDFs of

cloud properties for shallow and deep convection pha-

ses, while D’Andrea et al. (2014) extended a shallow

convection scheme to simulate the timely triggering of

deep convection. More complex effects, such as the

development of organized convection (e.g., squall lines)

still remain beyond the scope of contemporary one-

dimensional parameterizations.

Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006) used an LES

model to study a shallow-to-deep convection transition

case developed by Grabowski et al. (2006) with a pre-

scribed evolution of surface sensible and latent heat

fluxes, which mimics the daytime convective develop-

ment over summertime continents. Khairoutdinov and

Randall (2006) demonstrated that switching off rain

evaporation in the subcloud layer suppresses the for-

mation of cold pools. Although suppressing rain evap-

oration is useful in highlighting the role of evaporative

cooling in the formation of cold pools and secondary

circulations, doing so changes the temperature and wa-

ter vapor budgets in the subcloud layer, thus affect-

ing the surface–atmosphere coupling. The present

study extends the approach used in Khairoutdinov and

Randall (2006) by distributing evaporative cooling and

moistening over the entire horizontal domain [as done in

Böing et al. (2012)] and thus maintaining themean near-

surface temperature and water vapor budgets. A robust

evaluation of cold-pool effects requires a reference

simulation without cold pools but with a physically

consistent mean-subcloud-layer temperature and mois-

ture profiles. Our approach offers an optimal framework

for such an analysis. Moreover, we consider the impact

of interactive surface heat fluxes on the shallow-to-deep

convection transition. For that, we derive the evolving

mean land surface conditions (i.e., the surface temper-

ature and water vapor mixing ratio) that are sub-

sequently used to run simulations with interactive

surface fluxes. As a result, interactive surface flux sim-

ulations feature horizontally averaged fluxes close to

those prescribed in Grabowski et al. (2006). Note that

applying interactive surface fluxes is straightforward for

the oceanic convection, for instance, by using a pre-

scribed sea surface temperature. It is more cumbersome,

however, for convection over land, and especially for the

case of daytime shallow-to-deep convection transition

considered here. The approach we use is arguably the

simplest possible; in the future, a land surface scheme

responding to the diurnal change of the solar insolation

and soil water budget along with the surface-layer model

should be considered.

Interactive surface fluxes that respond to local fluctu-

ations of the near-surface horizontal wind, as well as the

temperature and moisture fluctuations, provide a physi-

cally more consistent methodology than the prescribed

fluxes of Grabowski et al. (2006) and Khairoutdinov and

Randall (2006). Trier et al. (1997) showed that including
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interactive fluxes in limited-area cloud-resolving model

simulations of a 22 February 1993 TOGACOARE squall

line improves the results when compared to observations.

In similar simulations with interactive surface fluxes tar-

geting active monsoon and monsoon break convection

near Darwin, Australia, Del Genio et al. (2012) note

significant differences in the recovery of cold-pool prop-

erties to ambient conditions over the land and over the

surrounding ocean. Gentine et al. (2016) discuss idealized

deep convection simulations over constant sea surface

temperature ocean and over a highly idealized land sur-

face. They apply both prescribed and interactive surface

fluxes and show significant differences between the im-

pact of interactive fluxes on oceanic and land-based deep

convection. Grant and van den Heever (2016) analyze

the impact of interactive surface sensible heat flux on

the dissipation of dry wakes as simulated by a two-

dimensional small-scale model. Neither of the above

studies, however, focuses specifically on the shallow-to-

deep convection transition and how the transition and

resulting deep convection is affected by the interactive

surface heat fluxes. The current study fills this gap.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides

details of the modeling methodology. The setup of nu-

merical simulations is detailed in section 3. Section 4

presents the results of the simulations and quantifies the

impact of cold pools on various convective properties.

Besides analyzing fundamental features of the shallow-

to-deep convection transition in simulations with pre-

scribed and interactive surface fluxes, we also consider

statistics that can be used in improved convection pa-

rameterizations. Section 5 discusses the simulation re-

sults in the context of Monin–Obukhov similarity

theory. Section 6 provides a summary and conclusions.

2. Methodology

To extract the impact of cold pools, we merge the LES

and one-dimensional parameterization approaches by

constructing two complementary datasets—one using the

standardLES configuration that provides the full solution

[i.e., with cold pools (CP)], and the other one with mod-

ified rain evaporation that provides the solution without

cold pools (NOCP). Each of the configurations can use

either time-dependent prescribed surface fluxes as in

Grabowski et al. (2006) and Khairoutdinov and Randall

(2006) or interactive surface fluxes (cf. Gentine et al.

2016); these will be referred to as CP_p and NOCP_p

(p for prescribed fluxes) and CP_i and NOCP_i (i for

interactive fluxes), respectively. In addition, to increase

statistical significance, we follow Grabowski (2015) and

construct mini-ensembles for each configuration. The

ensembles aremostly required to reduce the variability of

the CP simulation results since the size of the largest re-

solved perturbations (i.e., cold pools) can be a significant

fraction of the domain size. Each mini-ensemble consists

of four independent model runs. The ensemble members

differ only in realizations of the cloud field by adding a

randomnoise of 0.5Wm22maximumamplitude and zero

mean to the surface fluxes at each time step. Below, we

describe the two main elements of the applied method-

ology. The first one eliminates cold pools following Böing
et al. (2012) and results in the NOCP_i mini-ensemble.

The second one allows incorporation of interactive fluxes

into the setup of Grabowski et al. (2006) resulting in the

CP_i mini-ensemble.

a. Mimicking 1D rain evaporation in LES

To represent one-dimensional (1D) rain evaporation

effects in LES, we allow for the local rain evaporation,

but the contribution from this process only affects mean

(1D) temperature andmoisture profiles as in Böing et al.
(2012). It follows that precipitation still forms within and

falls out from individual clouds, and rain is subject to

local evaporation. However, local evaporation sources

of the temperature and moisture are averaged hori-

zontally and redistributed over all model columns at a

given height, as in 1D models. For a simulation with

prescribed surface fluxes and rain evaporation switched

off completely below the cloud base (i.e., as in

Khairoutdinov and Randall 2006), the surface layer af-

ter 10 h becomes around 2K warmer and 1.5 gkg21 drier

than in simulations with rain evaporation (not shown).

These differences are the net contribution from the

evaporative cooling andmoistening that is accounted for

in NOCP_i with 1D rain evaporation.

Local buoyancy, the main driver for vertical motions,

can be expressed by the density potential temperature

fluctuations as

u0d 5 u0(11 0:608q0
y 2 q

l
) , (1)

where ql combines all condensed water species (in-

cluding ice and liquid phases), and primes denote

deviations from the hydrostatically balanced refer-

ence state. Since rain evaporation produces negative

buoyancy,1 its accumulated effects trigger downdrafts

responsible for subsequent cold-pool formations. In the

modified approach, this source of buoyancy is removed

from Eq. (1), but its mean thermodynamic effects such

as cooling and moistening of the subcloud layer are still

1 Rain evaporation also reduces the mass of rainwater in ql,

which produces positive buoyancy perturbations. However, evap-

orative cooling exceeds the weight decrease by at least an order of

magnitude.
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present, unlike in Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006).

Therefore, local sources of u and qy are not removed but

homogenized in the horizontal.

b. Interactive surface fluxes

Transition from the prescribed to interactive surface

heat fluxes is generally more complex than from in-

teractive to prescribed fluxes because the latter simply

involves horizontal averaging of the surface flux values.

Moreover, the transition requires additional assump-

tions regarding the land surface properties and, in our

case, the elimination of cold-pool effects. Surface po-

tential temperature and water vapor fluxes F are ap-

proximated by the bulk aerodynamic formula

F
a
5C

a
ju

0
j(a

s
2 a

0
) , (2)

where a5 fu, qyg, Ca is the bulk transfer coefficient for

either heat ormoisture, ju0j is themagnitude of the near-

surface horizontal wind, and the subscripts 0 and s refer

to the values at the lowest model level and the un-

derlying surface, respectively. Although transfer co-

efficients generally depend on stability and flow velocity

(e.g., Mahrt et al. 2001; Wallace and Hobbs 2006), we

assume a fixed value of Ca, the same for both variables,

to facilitate the simplest possible transition from pre-

scribed to interactive fluxes for the LBA case (see sec-

tion 3 for more details). To find the land surface

temperature and moisture evolutions, we first run an

ensemble of three simulations driven by the prescribed

surface fluxes using the NOCP_p configuration. The

simulated ensemble-mean time series of the horizontally

averaged atmospheric temperature, water vapor mixing

ratio, and horizontal velocity at the lowest model level

from NOCP_p are subsequently used to calculate the

required land surface conditions from Eq. (2) with the

left-hand side fromGrabowski et al. (2006). These time-

dependent surface temperature andmoisture conditions

are subsequently used to derive interactive surface

fluxes in the NOCP_i and CP_i mini-ensembles.

The above approximations allow substituting, in a

simple way, the prescribed fluxes from Grabowski et al.

(2006) and Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006) with the

ones that interact with the surface, yet on average are

close to observationally based values. A more compre-

hensive approach to the surface layer would require

using the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory to find the

transfer coefficients, which increases the complexity of

the problem and raises additional questions regarding

the accuracy of such an approach. In similarity theory,

turbulent transfer coefficients are derived assuming the

existence of an equilibrium state unaffected by outer

scales. For deep convection, these outer scales can

strongly interfere with the surface layer through

cold pools (Gentine et al. 2016), disturbing the quasi-

equilibrium state and homogeneous assumption of the

surface-layer turbulence.

3. The model and model simulations

The numerical model employed in this study is the

Advanced ResearchWRFmodel suitable for simulating

high-resolution three-dimensional moist atmospheric

flows (Skamarock et al. 2008). The computational do-

main extends over 70 km 3 70km 3 21 km. The hori-

zontal grid length is fixed at 100m, while the vertical grid

length increases from around 60m near the ground to

around 350m near the domain top. Periodic lateral

boundary conditions are applied. A sponge layer ex-

tends above 17km to prevent reflections of gravity

waves from the domain top. Initial profiles of the tem-

perature, moisture, and horizontal wind are the same as

in Grabowski et al. (2006). A 1.5-order closure based

on a prognostic equation for turbulent kinetic energy is

used to represent the subgrid-scale transport. Cloud

microphysical processes are represented with the Lin

et al. (1983) scheme that employs six different classes of

water: vapor, cloud liquid, cloud ice, graupel, snow, and

rain. Mixing ratios for these variables are included in the

set of model prognostic variables. Surface transfer co-

efficients (see the previous section) are prescribed at

0.018. Other values ofCa (i.e., 0.012 and 0.030) have also

been tested, but the conclusions remain consistent with

those obtained for the basic value. Note that for the

increased (decreased) Ca, the derived land surface

temperature andmoisture have to decrease (increase) to

maintain the same values of the surface fluxes. We ex-

tend the original integration time in Grabowski et al.

(2006) from 6 to 10h to better expose the effects of cold

pools that develop in the second part of the day, after the

transition to the deep convection regime. We also ne-

glect the small prescribed time-dependent radiative

forcings [only available for the first 6 h in the Grabowski

et al. (2006) setup] following Khairoutdinov and

Randall (2006) and Grabowski (2015). For the post-

processing, the output data are saved every 5min.

Using the calculated land surface temperature and

moisture evolutions (section 2b), we first construct a

reference mini-ensemble for NOCP_i configuration

with interactive surface fluxes. Next, we run a mini-

ensemble with interactive fluxes featuring cold pools

that affect both convection organization and surface

exchange. These simulations are referred to as CP_i.

Finally, we run a mini-ensemble of LES with prescribed

surface fluxes as in Grabowski et al. (2006), where cold

pools only affect convection organization and do not
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interact with the surface; hereafter CP_p. All experi-

ments are summarized in Table 1. Convection is pri-

marily driven by the diurnal evolution of the surface

fluxes with the Bowen ratio of around 0.5 (typical for a

tropical forest), upon the presence of a weak shear.

Notice that the simulated convection development over

land starts from dry convection (0–1 h) that gradually

transitions to moist shallow convection (2–4 h) and then

to more strongly precipitating deep convection (cf.

Khairoutdinov and Randall 2006).

4. Results

The simulation results are first analyzed for the sub-

cloud layer (directly impacted by cold pools) and then

for the cloud layer (indirectly impacted by cold pools,

being also the layer of their origin). A special emphasis

is put on evaluating the reference NOCP_i solution that

has never been used in this context before.

a. Near-surface buoyancy

Figure 1 shows horizontal cross sections of the virtual

potential temperature at the lowest model level for

NOCP_i and CP_i from randomly selected ensemble

members after 4 and 8h (i.e., for shallow and deep

convection, respectively). The early convection devel-

opment is typical of unstable layers heated from below

as it takes the form of cellular structures edged by a

positively buoyant upwelling air (e.g., Mason 1989; van

Heerwaarden and Mellado 2016). Their width ranges

from several hundred meters up to several kilometers,

with the most common sizes around 1km. The cellular

structure remains dominant throughout the NOCP_i

simulation, while for CP_i, it can transition into larger-

scale forms because of the presence of cold pools (see

section 4b). Note that convective cells are still present

for CP_i in the areas unaffected by cold pools, with

strongly deformed shapes close to the cold-pool edges.

The near-surface buoyancy is responsible for the

structure of vertical velocity aloft (Fig. 2). Convective

updrafts simulated byNOCP_i undergo gradual dilution

with height and only the strongest and least diluted ones

reach the condensation level. As a result, NOCP_i

shows a relatively uniform spatial distribution of cloud

water associated with weakly interacting narrow plumes

at hour 4 and 8. Mean horizontal distance between the

cloud formations is on the order of 1 km, as is the mean

size of the underlying cells, which is close to the depth of

the well-mixed subcloud layer. The results for NOCP_i

are similar to those for the buoyancy-driven planetary

boundary layer, for which eddies exhibit polygonal

spoke patterns near the surface and evolve into isolated

updrafts aloft (Mason 1989; Moeng and Sullivan 1994).

Also, the simulated NOCP_i convection resembles

what is typically assumed in parameterizations about the

ensemble of convective plumes, without accounting for

the effects of cold pools.

For CP_i, the shallow convection stage is the same

as for NOCP_i. As cold pools develop and spread over

the surface, they suppress the small-scale cellular con-

vection and enhance clustering of the near-surface

buoyancy. They can also enhance mechanical lifting of

the air at their edges (section 4d). As a result, notable

changes in the cloud layer are also observed (Fig. 2; see

also sections 4e–4h).

b. Cold-pool strength

To identify cold pools that are the driving factor for the

observed differences, we use a simple algorithmdetecting

the regions of negative buoyancy, while minimizing the

impact of small-scale features associated with cellular

convection (see the appendix). The strength of cold pools

C is then calculated using (Rotunno et al. 1988)

C2 522g

ðH
0

u
y,cp

2 u
y,env

u
y,env

dz , (3)

where g is gravitational acceleration,H typically denotes the

height at which buoyancy becomes zero, uy is the horizon-

tally averaged virtual potential temperature, and the sub-

scripts ‘‘cp’’ and ‘‘env’’ relate to the cold-pool region and the

remaining environment, respectively. Since the LES buoy-

ancy reveals a significant small-scale variability, we choose

H to be the cloud-base height. Therefore, C is an integral

measureof the subcloudnegative buoyancywithin coldpools

that can be, under certain conditions, associated with the

maximum propagation speed of a gust front (Rotunno et al.

1988). Additionally, we also analyze the relative cold-pool

strength, which is simplyCa, where a is the fractional area of

all cold pools. The area-weighted metric can be interpreted

as a large-scale measure of the total cold-pool intensity.

Figure 3 shows time series of the cold-pool number

per (100 km)2, mean fractional area, mean strength, and

TABLE 1. List of main simulations carried out in the study.

NOCP_p is used to derive land surface conditions used by the

interactive-flux simulations.

Simulation

name

Rain evaporation

effects Surface fluxes

Cold

pools

NOCP_p 1D Prescribed from

Grabowski et al. (2006)

No

NOCP_i 1D Interactive No

CP_i 3D Interactive Yes

CP_p 3D Prescribed from CP_i Yes
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mean area-weighted strength, from the LES ensembles.

Two phases of the cold-pool development can be dis-

tinguished based on the CP solutions. Cold-pool number

first reaches a maximum of 25–30 (100 km)22 at about

hour 6 and then it slowly declines during the next 4 h.

Concomitantly, the mean area also grows during the first

phase and then either notably decreases the growth rate

(for CP_p) or saturates (for CP_i), with a hint of decay in

the last hour. Cold-pool strength tends to slowly grow

until hour 9, remaining on average around 5ms21. The

product of cumulative area and strength has a clear

signal that is approximately constant for CP_i between 6

and 9h, while slowly increasing for CP_p during that

time. Using interactive fluxes yields on average five to

eight more cold pools that are up to 2 times smaller than

for prescribed fluxes, consistent with the results of

Gentine et al. (2016). A physical mechanism controlling

the differences between the CP_i and CP_p solutions is

explained in section 4d.

c. Surface fluxes

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate spatial distributions of in-

teractive sensible and latent heat surface fluxes after 4

and 8h fromNOCP_i and CP_i. The small-scale cellular

structures associated with convective cells from Fig. 1

are similar for both simulations at hour 4. At hour 8,

their general structure remains unchanged for NOCP_i,

while for CP_i, surface fluxes experience strong local

enhancements or suppressions depending on the stage of

the cold-pool development. In particular, the simulated

maxima for CP_i found within themost active cold pools

can exceed those for NOCP_i by a factor of 2. The CP_i

FIG. 1. Virtual potential temperature (K) at the lowest model level after (left) 4 and (left) 8 h for randomly

selected members of the (top) CP_i and (bottom) NOCP_i ensembles. Only a quarter of the domain is shown.

Contours of cold pools are marked with black dashed lines.
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fluxes are also more clustered; that is, the regions of

enhanced (or suppressed) values are much larger and

depend on the size of cold pools.

Figure 6 documents evolutions of the mean sensible

and latent heat surface fluxes from NOCP_i and CP_i.

The interactive fluxes from NOCP_i are similar to the

idealized fluxes from Grabowski et al. (2006). This im-

plies that the coupling between land and atmosphere

does not significantly change the near-surface atmo-

spheric conditions for the buoyancy-driven convection

void of cold pools (omitting the nonlinearity of stability

corrections). With cold pools, the mean fluxes in CP_i

exceed those in NOCP_i after hour 5 by as much as

several tens of watts per square meter and with com-

parable values for the latent and sensible fluxes. The

time-integrated contributions from cold pools add

around 4% to the surface moisture source and about

10% to the surface heat source (thus providing more

moisture and energy into the atmosphere). The largest

enhancement occurs around one hour after theNOCP_i’s

diurnal maximum. Consequently, the daily maximum is

not only notably larger for CP_i but is also delayed by

approximately 1 h. The delay is associated with a com-

plex response of the system: First, cold pools enhance

the circulation, which leads to stronger precipitation

(section 4e), which later strengthens the cold-pool for-

mation. For the fluxes, the cycle apparently maximizes

after a few eddy turnover times, where eddy turnover

time can be defined as t5 zt/w*, with zt denoting the top

of the cloud layer and w* depicting the convective ve-

locity scale (see section 5) calculated for zt as the vertical

scale. In the analyzed case, the eddy turnover time is

FIG. 2. Cloud water mixing ratio (g kg21; blue shading) and vertical velocity (for 1m s21; contours) at 2 km after

(left) 4 and (right) 8 h for the same members of (top) CP_i and (bottom) NOCP_i ensembles as in Fig. 1. The same

quarters of the domain as in Fig. 1 are shown. Contours of cold pools are marked with black dashed lines.
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around 20–30min, which agrees well with the observa-

tionally obtained time scale characterizing the life cycle

of deep convective cells (Byers and Braham 1949). At

the end of the day, the CP_i fluxes converge to the

NOCP_i fluxes. Further investigation would be needed

to determine which factors control the timing of the

enhancement. Also, one can expect that the enhance-

ment would be smaller for a simulation with the land

surface model substituting the prescribed land surface

conditions owing to the low thermal inertia of land

surface (i.e., limited heat and moisture capacity; Del

Genio et al. 2012).

Sensitivity tests with either smaller or larger drag co-

efficients (viz. 0.012 and 0.03) yield similar increases of

the fluxes (Wm22) as long as the corresponding land

surface conditions satisfy Eq. (2) (not shown). In other

words, the results only slightly depend on the drag co-

efficient given the prescribed reference evolution of

mean surface fluxes. The low sensitivity to the drag co-

efficient suggests that the effects of cold pools should be

similar for a variety of land types characterized by sim-

ilar surface fluxes. However, different land types are

usually associated with different diurnal cycles of the

surface fluxes and, perhaps more importantly, with dif-

ferent partitioning between sensible and latent heat

fluxes (i.e., the Bowen ratio; see Thomas et al. 2018) and

with different environmental conditions that strongly

determine the strength of cold pools (Schlemmer and

Hohenegger 2014).

Additional analysis to evaluate the relative impor-

tance of wind gustiness and temperature/moisture per-

turbations on the surface fluxes were performed but are

not included in the paper due to limited space. Although

one may generally expect the strongest wind gustiness

to occur at the cold-pool edges (Drager and van den

Heever 2017), this is not always the case as seen in the

wide regions of enhanced surface fluxes in Figs. 4 and 5

around X 5 10–20km and Y 5 30–35 km that are as-

sociated with the larger values of wind magnitude.

Moreover, correlation coefficients between the wind

magnitude and the fluxes are close to 1 when cold pools

are not present (i.e., at 4 h or at 8 h for NOCP_i), and

decrease to around 0.9 when they are included (i.e., at

8 h for CP_i). At the same time, coefficients between

the thermodynamic perturbations and the fluxes change

from 0–0.2 to 0.4–0.5 indicating a weak but increas-

ing dependence. Complementary simulations for in-

teractive fluxes applying homogenized temperature and

moisture along with local wind (i.e., including horizontal

wind variability) give almost the same enhancement of

mean surface fluxes as for CP_i.

The surface flux distributions unaffected by cold

pools are nearly Gaussian, with the standard deviations

closely following the evolutions of surface fluxes (not

shown). Standard deviations of the heat and moisture

fluxes reach values as high as 90 and 220Wm22 around

local noon, approximately scaling with the Bowen ratio.

Cold pools enhance standard deviations by an additional

50–60Wm22 at most (around from 5 to 6 h) for both

fluxes, with the contributions decreasing to around

20Wm22 at 10 h. The skewness of the two distributions

grows from 0.1 to 0.3 (typical forNOCP_i) to around 1 at

8 h and a few times more at 10 h, when the ensemble

means approach zero.

d. Near-surface atmospheric conditions

Assessing variability of the near-surface temperature,

moisture, and vertical velocity is important from the

parameterization point of view as it can be used to

determine the updraft properties at the surface

(cf. Cheinet 2004). Figure 7 shows the time series of the

horizontally averaged water vapor mixing ratio, tem-

perature, andmagnitude of horizontal wind at the lowest

model level (i.e., at around 33m) from NOCP_i, CP_i,

and CP_p. For CP_p, the near-surface conditions are

only affected by the overall dynamics (e.g., cloud-scale

and mesoscale downdrafts). For NOCP_i and CP_i, the

near-surface conditions are additionally affected by the

land–atmosphere coupling (i.e., the surface fluxes and

their distribution). The fastest changes (approximately

1K h21 and20.25 g kg21 h21) occur between hour 3 and

hour 5. Differences between the three ensembles are

FIG. 3. Domain-averaged statistics of cold pools from the LES

ensembles (as listed in the legend) for (top)– (bottom): cold-pool

number N [(100 km)22], cumulative fractional area a, intensity C,

and area-weighted intensity Ca.
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small until hour 6 and arguably more significant after

that. The prescribed-fluxes ensemble CP_p shows the

largest differences from NOCP_i, reaching as much

as 21K and 0.8 g kg21 at the end of the simulation.

Moreover, the final differences between NOCP_i and

CP_i are smaller than between CP_i and CP_p. As

mentioned in section 2, for a test simulation with rain

evaporation switched off below cloud base (as in

Khairoutdinov and Randall 2006), and based on pre-

scribed fluxes, the surface layer after 10 h becomes

around 2Kwarmer and 1.5gkg21 drier than for NOCP_i.

The increase in the magnitude of horizontal velocity is

comparable for both CP_i and CP_p, with the largest

enhancement occurring around hour 7, in correlation

with the enhancement of surface fluxes. Note that the

cold-pool-induced enhancement decreases in the last

3 h, contrary to the domain-averaged cold-pool strength

(Fig. 3). This suggests that, when cold pools become

too large, their wind gustiness around the edges

merely balances the weakening of winds away from

the edges.

Figure 8 shows the corresponding standard deviations

of the water vapor mixing ratio and temperature and

additionally of vertical velocity,2 for the three ensembles.

ForNOCP_i, standard deviations follow the evolutions of

surface fluxes: After the spinup, they smoothly grow in

the morning and decrease in the afternoon at a similar

rate.Maximum values are around 0.25gkg21, 0.25K, and

0.75ms21. This dependence to surface fluxes resembles

the surface-layer scalings based on the Monin–Obukhov

FIG. 4. Surface sensible heat flux after (left) 4 and (right) 8 h for the same members of (top) CP_i and (bottom)

NOCP_i ensembles as in Figs. 1 and 2. The same quarters of the domain as in Figs. 1 and 2 are shown. Contours of

cold pools are marked with white dashed lines.

2 Vertical velocity is taken at the second model level since it

diminishes at the first model level.
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similarity theory for the convective boundary layer; we

discuss this in more detail in section 5.

For CP_p and CP_i, standard deviations of the tem-

perature andmoisture strongly increase after the hour 5.

The enhancements of moisture and temperature tend to

saturate for CP_i at 0.25 g kg21 and 0.3K, respectively.

For CP_p, they almost steadily increase until the end of

the simulation. Both enhancements correlate well with

the evolutions of cold-pool strength (Fig. 3). The dif-

ference between CP_i and NOCP_i is due to the pres-

ence of cold pools, whereas the difference between CP_p

and CP_i is likely due to a damping mechanism that

operates for interactive fluxes. A schematic explanation

of the mechanism is shown in Fig. 9. Interactive surface

temperature and moisture fluxes depend on the ampli-

tude of near-surface temperature and moisture pertur-

bations. With uniform surface conditions, cooler and

drier regions are subject to larger surface fluxes and thus

larger heating and moistening. As a result, near-surface

temperature and moisture perturbations are damped. In

contrast, prescribed surface fluxes simply shift the near-

surface temperature and moisture fields without affect-

ing their standard deviations. Therefore, the simulated

increase for CP_p is exclusively a measure of the impact

from cold pools not smoothed out by interactive fluxes,

similar to Gentine et al. (2016) and Grant and van den

Heever (2016).

Contrary to the thermodynamic fields, vertical ve-

locity variance is only weakly affected by the presence of

cold pools. Moreover, the induced changes are of the

opposite sign, since sw decreases for the CP simulations.

To understand these changes, Fig. 10 shows normalized

PDFs of vertical velocity at 4, 6, 8, and 10h.We first note

that all the distributions are not perfectly Gaussian. In

fact, they are better described by a double Gaussian

than a single Gaussian distribution: Root-mean-square

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for the surface latent heat flux.
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errors between the fitted functions and the LES results

integrated over the normalized PDFs are 0.005 and 0.04

(remaining almost constant between 3 and 10h), re-

spectively. Theweak bimodality (i.e., with only one local

maximum and a small positive skewness of 0.3–0.4) is

associated with the buoyancy-driven cellular convec-

tion, for which narrower yet stronger updrafts contrib-

ute to the positive part of the distribution, while weaker

and wider areas of subsiding air form the negative part.

For NOCP_i, this bimodality is apparent for most of the

time, with the spread of the distribution clearly de-

pending on the magnitude of surface fluxes. Cold pools

suppress the cellular convection (cf. Fig. 1), as seen by

the narrowing of the two Gaussians (both for positive

and negative velocities) and shifting them toward zero.

In other words, when convective cells diminish under

the impact of cold pools, the frequency of occurrence of

the near-zero velocities increases.

Along with narrowing the spread of the PDFs, cold

pools widen their tails. For instance, maximum vertical

velocity wmax increases near the surface by 0.5–1m s21,

as shown in Fig. 11 (this increase is not seen in Fig. 10

because of a linear vertical scale used). A similar change

is also simulated for the left tail, with typically 20%–

30% larger values compared to the right tail (not

shown). Since the ensemble wmax is noisy, we also plot

mean vertical velocity for 0.1% of the right tails of the

PDFs w0:1% (including around 480 grid points), which

increases by around 0.2m s21. The enhancement can be

interpreted as an additional mechanical impact of the

horizontal wind convergence, as any potential differences

in the buoyancy at the lowest model levels have a limited

impact on the vertical velocity of a rising air. Differences

in the vertical velocity increase to 2–3ms21 at the cloud

base for wmax and to around 1ms21 for w0:1%. The max-

imum vertical velocity tends to be 0.1–0.2ms21 smaller

for CP_p (blue line) than for CP_i (red line) in the first

6h, especially near the surface. The relation reverses at a

more mature stage of deep convection, mostly just below

cloud base, where CP_p values can reach as much as

1.5ms21 more than for CP_i. These differences are also

seen for w0:1%, reaching 0.5–0.6ms21.

Since the vertical velocity tends to grow more

strongly for CP_p between the surface layer and the

cloud base, one possible explanation is that the CP_p

updrafts become stronger owing to a larger accumu-

lation of the near-surface buoyancy, which for CP_i is

suppressed by interactive fluxes. Indeed, the maxima

of positive temperature and moisture perturbations

(Fig. 12) for CP_p and CP_i are larger than those for

NOCP_i. Similar to the near-surface standard de-

viations from Fig. 8, they saturate for CP_i (at 0.8–

0.9 g kg21 and 0.5K) and keep increasing for CP_p,

again in correlation with the evolution of mean cold-

pool strength. These differences translate into larger

skewness for CP_p than for CP_i (not shown), with the

NOCP_i distribution remaining close to Gaussian

(not shown). The impact of cold pools on the tails of

the distributions causes also the minimum temperature

to decrease in CP_i by as much as 23K (not shown;

compared to merely 0.5K for the positive part from

Fig. 12). Theminimumwater vapormixing ratio remains

FIG. 6. Time series of the interactive surface latent and sensible

heat fluxes for NOCP_i and CP_i. The horizontally averaged values

from CP_i are also used by CP_p. The enhancement of surface fluxes

due to cold pools is shaded red. Time integrals (Jm22) of the dif-

ferences between LES and NOCP_i are comparable for both fluxes,

and their relative increases are 4% and 10% for the latent and sen-

sible heats, respectively. The results represent the ensemble means.

FIG. 7. Time series of the ensemble-averaged (top) water vapor

mixing ratio, (middle) mean temperature, and (bottom) wind

magnitude at the lowest model level.
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similar with and without cold pools because cold pools

act to bring the positive moisture perturbations from

above as shown in Fig. 12.

e. Cloud layer and precipitation

Moving upward from the subcloud layer into the cloud

layer, Fig. 13 shows evolutions of the cloud fraction

profiles. Cloud fraction is defined as the percentage of

grid cells for which the sum of liquid and ice cloud water

mixing ratio exceeds 1023 g kg21. During the shallow

convection phase, cloud fraction reaches 15% at the

cloud base for both NOCP_i and CP_i, and around 18%

for CP_p, decreasing with height in the manner typical

for shallow cumulus convection (Siebesma et al. 2003).

The depth of the cloud layer increases similarly for all

three ensembles, with the cloud-top height reaching the

freezing level after 3.5 h.

The maximum range of convective plumes for

NOCP_i saturates after 5 h at around 9km. For CP_i and

CP_p, the cloud top height keeps increasing until it

reaches the tropopause (;14.5 km) at around 8h. More

moisture transported into the upper troposphere in CP_i

and CP_p results in a few-percent-smaller cloud frac-

tions in the lower troposphere at later hours compared

to NOCP_i. Moreover, CP_p and CP_i both feature ice

anvils around the top of the cloud layer. The height at

which the anvil formation is most intense increases with

time from 9km at 6–7h to 12km at 8 h (where it remains

for CP_i) and to 14km at 10h (for CP_p). The CP_p

ensemble features significantly larger transport of

moisture into the upper troposphere during the mature

phase that results in up to two-times-larger ice cloud

fractions than in CP_i. Although the two CP simulations

are driven by enhanced fluxes, the main factor control-

ling the deeper cloud-layer development is convection

organization. This is because a simulation complemen-

tary to CP_p but using the prescribed (smaller) fluxes

from NOCP_i yields similar results to those for the

current CP_p (not shown). Alternatively, a simulation

using the enhanced prescribed fluxes, but with the cold-

pool effects switched off, gives results similar toNOCP_i

(not shown). As the surface-driven convection decays

toward the end of simulation time, and the low-level

cloud fractions decrease to mere 2%–3% for all simu-

lations, the contribution from anvils remains at around

10% for CP_i and at around 15% for CP_p. The dif-

ferences between the three ensembles highlight the role

of cold pools in the deep convection forcing (NOCP_i vs

CP_i) and the role of surface fluxes damping the tem-

perature and moisture perturbations (CP_i vs CP_p).

The above-described differences do not significantly

impact the mean liquid water path (LWP; including

cloud water only) as it evolves similarly for all three

ensembles (see Fig. 14). Notably larger differences (up

to a factor of 2) are present for the mean rainwater path

FIG. 8. Time series of the ensemble-averaged standard

deviations of the (top) water vapor mixing ratio, (middle) near-

surface temperature, and (bottom) vertical velocity spatial distri-

butions. The evolutions derived from the surface-layer scaling laws

are also plotted.

FIG. 9. Schematic explanation of the role of interactive fluxes in

damping near-surface temperature and/or moisture perturbations.

(top) The horizontally uniform surface temperature (or moisture)

and the atmospheric temperature (or moisture) perturbations.

(bottom) The modified perturbations (dashed lines) due to in-

teractive and prescribed surface fluxes. The prescribed flux simply

shifts the pattern without affecting its amplitude. The interactive

flux damps the perturbation amplitude.
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(RWP) and (up to a factor of 10) for ice water path

(IWP; including cloud ice, snow, and graupel). The dif-

ferences in RWP translate into 2–3 times increased

surface precipitation rates and the accumulated pre-

cipitations for the CP simulations, with CP_p featuring

the biggest enhancement. Noteworthy, an NOCP sim-

ulation using the alternative approach of Khairoutdinov

and Randall (2006) to exclude cold-pool effects (i.e., by

switching off rain evaporation) yields surface rain rates

comparable with those for the CP simulations.

A common factor for all the changes in the cloud

fraction, IWP, and RWP, and to a smaller degree the

LWP, is the cold-pool induced convection organization

(Fig. 2).One of themost prominent effects of cold pools is

the clustering of near-surface buoyancy, which helps

the updrafts penetrate deeper into the cloud layer

(Khairoutdinov andRandall 2006). These updrafts are on

average less diluted and develop larger vertical velocities

(see next two sections). Consequently, they reach higher

altitudes (which increases IWP) and feature larger liquid

water mixing ratios within cloud cores (which increases

RWP due to larger autoconversion rates). The additional

contribution to RWP, mostly for the CP simulations,

comes from the graupel formation above the freezing

level (not shown). Interestingly, LWP is less affected by

the clustering effects because it is proportional to the total

amount of condensed water: While more organized up-

drafts feature larger maxima of the cloud water, their

total updraft area is somewhat decreased.

f. Convective mass flux

Some insight into the convection organization can be

gained by analyzing convective mass flux, which is the

key ingredient of many convection parameterizations,

including convective plume schemes (Arakawa 2004).

The explicitly resolved mass flux within a grid box of an

LES model can be calculated as

M
ij
5 a

ij
r
ij
w

ij
, (4)

where the subscripts i and j specify the horizontal loca-

tion of a grid box, r is air density, a is the updraft area

(i.e., horizontal gridbox size), and w is the associated

vertical velocity. Since we are primarily interested in the

comparison of in-cloud convective mass flux, we con-

strain the analysis to the cloudy grid points (i.e., con-

taining liquid and/or ice water) with vertical velocity

larger than 0.1m s21. Furthermore, we only analyze the

collective transport by cloudy updrafts over the entire

domain and its relative change for different ensembles.

For this, we calculate mean in-cloud mass flux using the

following form:

M
u
5 a

u
rw

u
, (5)

where the subscript u denotes the updrafts, a is the

normalized total updraft area (between 0 and 1), and

the overbar depicts horizontal averaging. In practice,

FIG. 10. Probability density distribution of the ensemble-aver-

aged near-surface vertical velocity after (top)–(bottom) 4, 6, 8, and

10 h. The symbols s and S denote, respectively, standard deviation

and skewness of the shown distribution.

FIG. 11. Time series of vertical velocity (bottom) near the surface

(;100m) and (top) near below cloud base (;800m) for NOCP_i,

CP_i, and CP_p ensembles. Maximum valueswmax are plotted along

with weighted means for 0.1% of the right tails of the PDFs w0.1%.
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horizontal density fluctuations for compressible flows

can be neglected without any significant impact on the

results (Kurowski et al. 2014). Because condensed water

around the cloud base exists mostly in cloud cores, up-

draft area in that region is almost equivalent to the cloud

fraction.

Figure 15 shows evolutions of the updraft area, mean

vertical velocity, and their density-weighted product

(i.e., the mass flux) for NOCP_i, CP_i, and CP_p around

the cloud base. In addition to the cloud-base quantities

that are most relevant from the parameterization view-

point, we also plot the results at 4- and 8-km heights to

contrast the results deeper into the cloud layer.

For the cloud base (left column of Fig. 15), the moist

updraft area rapidly increases after the moist convection

onset in the second hour and reaches values of;12% for

NOCP_i and CP_i, and;15% for CP_p. Such values are

maintained for about 2 h, and then the moist updraft

area slowly decreases with time at a similar rate for all

ensembles. Differences due to cold pools appear after

6 h, with CP_i and CP_p showing a few-percent-smaller

values than NOCP_i. The increase of the mean updraft

velocity is steadier, following the evolution of surface

fluxes. The impact of cold pools becomes notable an

hour earlier for the velocity field than for the updraft

area, as the updraft velocity continues to grow after hour

5 in CP_i andCP_p. Small differences (around 0.2m s21)

between the three ensembles, the smallest for NOCP_i

and the largest for CP_p, persist until the end of the

simulations. Because the changes for the two compo-

nents of the mass flux have opposite signs, the resulting

cloud-base mass flux remains very similar for all three

ensembles throughout the simulation time. These results

suggest that the effects of cold pools have a very limited

impact on the cloud-base mass flux, at least in the sim-

ulated case. However, the results at higher levels docu-

ment the increasing-with-height differences between the

ensembles. The differences at 4 km mostly concern

larger mean updraft velocity, with fairly comparable

values for the updraft area. The differences among the

ensembles are much larger at 8 km, again in agreement

with the cloud fraction profiles in Fig. 13.

g. Bulk entrainment rate

The differences in the mass flux can be understood

with a plume model that we use to estimate bulk lateral

entrainment as follows (e.g., Siebesma et al. 2003):

�
c
52

›c
u

›z
(c

u
2c)21 , (6)

where c is a conserved variable, u relates to the bulk

plume properties, and the overbar denotes horizontal

averaging. The conserved variable chosen for the anal-

ysis is moist static energy (not conserved for the ice

phase). The bulk plume properties are calculated as an

ensemble mean for the LES updrafts. The calculated

profiles of the entrainment rate are almost constant with

height below the freezing level, featuring larger values

and stronger irregularities above (not shown). To avoid

complications with ice, we only analyze the layer with

liquid water.

Figure 16 shows evolutions of mean bulk entrainment

rates for the three LES ensembles. During the first hour

of shallow convection development (i.e., between 2 and

3h), the entrainment rates are the largest as the first

few condensing updrafts quickly dissipate. With an in-

creasing number of moist updrafts, convection eventually

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for the (top) maximum water vapor

mixing ratio and (bottom) temperature perturbations from the

surface values at the lowest model level.

FIG. 13. Evolutions of the ensemble-averaged cloud fraction

profiles (with the ice and liquid phases combined) from (top)

NOCP_i, (middle) CP_i, and (bottom) CP_p ensembles. Red ar-

rows indicate the vertical range of the NOCP_i ensemble.
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sets in and the entrainment rates stabilize around 0.9 3
1023m21. TheNOCP_i rate remains at that level until 6 h

and then steadily increases to 1.23 1023m21 at 10h. This

increase is associatedwith theweakening of surface fluxes

and thus of the updrafts themselves. On the contrary, the

rates for the CP simulations begin to decrease after the

hour 5, when cold pools start affecting the secondary

circulations, and then remain at 0.7–0.8 3 1023m21 for

the rest of the day. Note that the differences between the

NOCP_i and the CP solutions constantly grow with time,

yielding about 30%–40% lower rates for the latter two at

10h. The bulk entrainment rate decreases more strongly

for CP_p than for CP_i, in agreement with the more in-

tense vertical convection development for prescribed

fluxes, as shown before. The fact that bulk entrainment

decreases for deep convection is associated with the

widening of plumes (i.e., increasing the width of clouds)

and/or clustering by cold pools and was reported in many

previous studies (e.g., Kuang and Bretherton 2006;

Mapes and Neale 2011; Hohenegger and Bretherton

2011; D’Andrea et al. 2014; Glenn and Krueger 2017).

h. Temperature budgets from microphysical heating
and cooling

Another large-scale perspective on cold-pool effects

can be gained by calculating the budgets of latent

heating due to phase changes of the water substance.

Such an analysis is important from a parameterization

point of view because physically sound parameteriza-

tions should accurately represent not only the net dif-

ference between microphysical heat sources and sinks

(as encapsulated by the mean surface precipitation) but

also the cold-pool-induced differences in the budget of

these terms.

For the comparison, we calculate the layer-averaged

energy flux (Wm22) as

F
micro

5 c
p

ðzt
zb

r

�
dT

dt

�
micro

dz , (7)

where zb and zt are the bottom and top heights of the

layer. We calculate positive and negative mean energy

fluxes separately for the subcloud and cloud layers.

FIG. 14. Time series of the ensemble-averaged (top)–(bottom)LWP,

RWP, IWP (including ice, snow, and graupel), surface precipitation

rate, and total precipitation for NOCP_i, CP_i, and CP_p ensembles.

FIG. 15. Time series of the ensemble-averaged (top) updraft area, (middle) mean updraft velocity, and (bottom) the resulting mass flux

(left) around the cloud base and at (center) 4 and (right) 8 km for NOCP_i, CP_i, and CP_p ensembles. The series were smoothed to

improve the comparison.
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The cloud layer (defined as the layer with nonzero cloud

fraction) features both positive and negative contribu-

tions, whereas the only contribution in the subcloud

layer (defined as the layer from the surface to the cloud

base) comes from rain evaporation.

Time series of the energy fluxes due to latent heating

and cooling for the two layers are shown in Fig. 17. The

negative fluxes from cooling are plotted with the oppo-

site sign to facilitate the comparison with positive fluxes.

There are two components for the cloud layer repre-

senting the effects of either latent heating (e.g., due to

condensation, sublimation, or freezing) or latent cooling

(e.g., due to evaporation, resublimation, or melting).

Only one component is shown for the subcloud layer as

it comes from the rain evaporation. Each of the three

components is plotted for NOCP_i, CP_i, and CP_p.

The differences between CP_i and NOCP_i, which

quantify the impact of cold pools for interactive fluxes,

are shaded red (for cloud-layer heating), blue (for cloud-

layer cooling), and black (for subcloud cooling).

Positive energy fluxes first appear above cloud base in

the second hour, marking the onset of moist convection.

The fluxes in the cloud layer increase strongly as con-

vection deepens between hour 2 and 4. Positive and

negative fluxes are close to each other up to hour 4 as the

surface precipitation (i.e., the net warming of the at-

mosphere) is still small. The two cloud-layer fluxes (i.e.,

due to heating and cooling) gradually split when signif-

icant cloud-layer precipitation develops, with the posi-

tive flux significantly exceeding the negative flux. The

resulting energy surplus is stored in the condensed water

and ice. Some of it falls out of the cloud layer in the form

of rain. Before reaching the surface and providing the

net heating of the atmosphere, a fraction of the energy is

lost through rain evaporation. Cold pools enhance the

negative fluxes in the cloud and subcloud layers by ap-

proximately 10%–12%. The positive fluxes grow by

more than 15%. The enhancement in terms of absolute

values (Wm22) is more than 2 times larger for positive

than negative fluxes, which is consistent with the en-

hancement of surface precipitation (cf. Fig. 13) that is

the sink term for this budget.

5. Theoretical considerations

The results of simulations can also be analyzed on the

grounds ofMonin–Obukhov similarity theory. TheMonin–

Obukhov similarity theory assumes the existence of the

universal length scale that relates buoyancy flux to shear,

L5
2u

ys
u3

*

kg(w0u0y)s
, (8)

where k is the von Kármán constant, uy the virtual po-

tential temperature, subscript s denotes the surface, and

u*5 (u0w0)2 1 (y0w0)2
h i1/4

(9)

is the friction velocity, suitable for describing shear-

driven turbulence. Deardorff (1970) showed that for

free convection, it is more appropriate to use the con-

vective velocity scale that takes the form (moisture in-

cluded) as follows:

FIG. 16. Time series of the ensemble-averaged bulk entrainment

rates below freezing level for NOCP_i, CP_i, and CP_p ensembles.

FIG. 17. Time series of the ensemble-averaged mean energy

fluxes (absolute values) due to microphysical latent heat release/

absorption below and above the cloud base for NOCP_i, CP_i, and

CP_p ensembles. The fluxes above cloud base are split into positive

(heating) and negative (cooling) contributions. The fluxes below

cloud base are only negative because of rain evaporation. The

differences betweenCP_i andNOCP_i are shaded to better expose

the cold-pool effects.
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where zi is the depth of the convective layer. Moeng and

Sullivan (1994) proposed to merge the velocity scales

for the shear- and buoyancy-driven turbulence by

introducing a generalized velocity scale,

w3
m 5w3

*1 5u3

* . (11)

Using the above, universal temperature and moisture

scales can be expressed as the functions of surface fluxes,

u
m
5

(w0u0)
s

w
m

, (12)

and

q
m
5

(w0q0
y)s

w
m

. (13)

For horizontally homogeneous and steady-state tur-

bulence, the second moments of vertical velocity and

scalars depend on the universal scales and stability

functions (Monin and Yaglom 1971; Wyngaard et al.

1971) as follows:

s2
w 5w2

mCw

�z
L

�
, (14)

s2
u 5 u2mCu

�z
L

�
, and (15)

s2
q 5 q2

mCq

�z
L

�
. (16)

Therefore, the variances can be represented by linear

functions of the universal scales at a given stability z/L.

In particular, the temperature and moisture variances

become dependent only on their normalized surface

fluxes, while Cw, Cu, and Cq simplify to constant pa-

rameters (cf. Stull 1988),

s
w
5w

m
C

w
, (17)

s
u
5 u

m
C

u
, and (18)

s
q
5 q

m
C

q
. (19)

Using these surface-layer scalings to explain our

simulation results requires making additional assump-

tions. For our considerations, we choose zi to be the

cloud-base height (i.e., the depth of the well-mixed layer

associated with the size of the largest eddies that can

feed back on the surface layer) rather than the top of the

conditionally unstable cloud layer. The assumption that

turbulence is stationary and homogeneous for diurnal

convection is quite accurate for NOCP_i; however, it is

more questionable for the CP cases since they are af-

fected by the dynamically evolving cold pools. Note also

that the bottom boundary condition for scalars and

momentum is simplified, as we use a constant drag co-

efficient. The Obukhov length decreases in the first 3 h

for NOCP_i and then stabilizes at about2150 to2170m

for the next 6 h, while for CP, it keeps decreasing

throughout the simulation at approximately a constant

rate. Because the resolved vertical velocity vanishes at

the lowest model level, u* needs to be calculated at the

second level. In our case, u* is 2–3 times smaller thanw*,

which yields wm close to w*, indicating the dominant

role of buoyancy-driven turbulence.

As shown in Fig. 8, the evolutions of the standard

deviations of temperature, moisture, and vertical ve-

locity closely follow the evolutions of normalized sur-

face fluxes for NOCP_i (fitted for Cw 5 0.34, Cu 5 Cq 5
2.55). Noteworthy, they significantly deviate from these

scalings, especially for temperature and moisture, when

cold pools interact with the surface layer, with the

largest differences for prescribed fluxes. The largest

disparity for NOCP_i is simulated in the first 3 h, when

z/L strongly changes.

Overall, the above considerations indicate that the

solution without cold pools preserves basic features of

the buoyancy-driven quasi-steady convection. As such,

it can be considered a starting point for the existing

shallow convection parameterizations aiming at the ex-

tension of their framework to include deep convection.

It is worth mentioning that similar scaling laws have

been used to describe the variability of near-surface

conditions for multiple convective updrafts in shallow

convection parameterizations (Cheinet 2003; K. Su�selj

et al. 2018, unpublished manuscript).

6. Summary and conclusions

The present study uses a robust method to extract and

quantify the impact of cold pools and interactive surface

heat fluxes on shallow-to-deep convection transition

over land in a large-eddy simulation (LES). Therefore, it

extends the works of Grabowski et al. (2006) and

Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006), which instead pre-

scribe diurnal evolution of the fluxes, while providing

a simple and efficient methodology to evaluate these

effects both for steady-state and time-dependent sce-

narios. The computational framework is based on

three different configurations of the LES model.

The first ensemble (referred to as NOCP_i) uses in-

teractive fluxes and excludes cold pools by horizontally
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homogenizing the temperature and moisture tendencies

due to rain evaporation, as in Böing et al. (2012). The

applied modification mimics the approach of one-

dimensional convection parameterizations and helps

obtain a novel reference solution useful in their devel-

opment. The second ensemble (CP_i) includes the ef-

fects of cold pools for interactive fluxes driven by the

diurnal cycle of the spatially uniform land surface tem-

perature and moisture conditions. This is arguably the

simplest methodology that allows an extension of the

prescribed surface fluxes approach of Grabowski et al.

(2006) and Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006) to the

interactive surface fluxes simulation. The third ensem-

ble (CP_p) includes the effects of cold pools for pre-

scribed fluxes derived from CP_i to quantify the role of

land surface interactions in the development of deep

convection. As cold pools develop, their direct effects

(on the subcloud layer) and indirect effects (on the cloud

layer through secondary circulations) are analyzed.

One of the most apparent direct impacts of cold pools

is the enhancement of mean surface latent and sensible

heat fluxes. The enhancement is driven mostly by the

associated wind bursts as shown by additional analysis

and sensitivity simulations. As a result, daily flux max-

ima in CP_i are delayed by about an hour when com-

pared to the NOCP_i ensemble. The time-averaged

enhancement (Wm22) is approximately the same for

sensible and latent heat fluxes. As one might expect, the

near-surface standard deviations of air temperature and

moisture spatial distributions are significantly larger

when cold pools are present, while the near-surface

vertical velocity standard deviation is only weakly af-

fected (cf. Fig. 8). The distributions of the near-surface

properties are important for convection schemes based

on a plume model as they can determine initial condi-

tions for the plume integration. Although the mean and

standard deviation of the near-surface vertical velocity

are relatively weakly affected by the presence of cold

pools, the maximum vertical velocities near the surface

and especially at the cloud base increase significantly

when cold pools are present (cf. Fig. 11). The latter in-

dicates that the enhancement is due to mechanical

forcing from the wind convergence, but also due to the

buoyancy accumulation near the surface.

The indirect impact of cold pools is more difficult to

interpret because of the existing feedback between cold-

pool strength and rain formation. However, cold pools

are found to strongly increase the convective heating

rates in the cloud layer, while only slightly modifying

the cloud-base convective mass flux. They also reduce the

bulk entrainment rate aloft by up to 30%–40%, arguably

because of convection organization. This translates into a

few-kilometer-deeper cloud layer with cold pools, and

notably increases the mean condensed water paths and

the surface precipitation (cf. Fig. 14). In particular, ac-

cumulated surface precipitation after 10h is between 2

and 3 times larger in CP_i and CP_p than in NOCP_i.

Moreover, CP_p has larger values of the upper-

tropospheric cloud fractions, rain, and ice water paths,

as well as surface rain accumulations than CP_i. It also

features larger near-surface temperature of moisture

maxima and standard deviations of their spatial distri-

butions. We argue that all these come from the damping

mechanism associated with the interactive surface fluxes

as schematically explained in the description of Fig. 9.

The new reference solution without cold pools is ex-

amined and shown to preserve many features of dry and/

or shallow cellular convection, including the surface-layer

scaling laws for the variances of temperature, moisture,

and vertical velocity. This is an important new result in-

dicating (perhaps not surprisingly) that deep convection

can be seen as a more intense shallow or even dry con-

vectionwhen cold pools are eliminated. It follows that the

extension of shallow convection parameterizations to

deep convection shouldmerely include the effects of cold

pools, with some of them quantified in this study.

The simulated cold pools in the LBAcase are relatively

weak because the tropical environment is quite humid.

The latter limits the negative buoyancy production due to

rain evaporation. Stronger cold pools and larger en-

hancement of surface fluxes as well as cold-pool wind

gusts are expected for drier environments, for instance,

those associated with midlatitude deep convective sys-

tems. The uncertainty due to different land types does not

seem significant, at least for the simple bulk aerodynamic

flux formulation and constant drag coefficients ranging

between 0.012 and 0.030. However, there is a significant

uncertainty due to the impact of cloud microphysics pa-

rameterization (see also Grabowski 2015). Several tested

microphysical schemes produced different partitioning

among the cloud water species and the differences in the

surface precipitation rates and significant differences in

the rain accumulations. Such uncertainties make the

challenges facing single-column models, and convection

parameterization in general, even more difficult.
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APPENDIX

Cold-Pool Identification Algorithm

The cold-pool identification algorithm used in the

study is based on the virtual potential temperature

perturbations analyzed at the lowest model level. Since

cold pools are associated with descending density cur-

rents driven by rain evaporation, they are considered as

near-surface regions of increased density (i.e., of de-

creased virtual potential temperature). For the analyzed

case, in which cold pools are relatively weak, the

threshold is set to 20.35K, which is around one (nega-

tive) standard deviation of the near-surface virtual po-

tential temperature. To avoid problems associated with

the presence of small-scale features in LES, which can

lead to a significant underestimation of the sizes of

larger cold pools (often seen as clusters of smaller

pools), the buoyancy field is filtered using the two-

dimensional Gaussian filter, with the 600-m standard

deviation of the filter kernel (Fig. A1). This value is close

to the typical size of convective cells, for which the

number of identified cold pools is almost independent of

the filter scale, while the mean cold-pool area changes

much less significantly than for the smaller values.
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